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INTERVIEW
with
FOUNDER &
CREATIVE
DIRECTOR
of
LA COLLECTION
Clothes are meant to last a lifetime in more ways than one. Quality is at the forefront,
and second comes timeless styles. La Collection is a brand that gets this right.
FLORENCE COOLS, the FOUNDER and CREATIVE DIRECTOR of Antwerp’s
emerging label LA COLLECTION tells Miuse about boss women, design processes,
and what the future holds for the brand.
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La Collection was founded by Florence Cools in
2017 with the idea of creating the perfect minimalistic
yet feminine brand together with the highest quality
possible. “I found myself craving the thought of being
covered in only natural fabrics. I wanted to prioritise
the perfect pieces with maximum volume, rather
than wearing the pieces I could find from other labels
around me, that tried to live up to these ideas but
in the end, perhaps didn’t use enough fabric or the
best possible quality,” says Cools. “I was looking for
those perfect pieces to keep in my closet forever, and
I realised that I was so demanding for something I
couldn’t find so finally I just had to make it myself.”
It is a label that does not follow trends and seasonafter-season designs impeccably executed pieces for
modern women. Sleek feminine styles that remain
practical will ensure that these pieces will be used
for every occasion a woman faces. “Behind every
piece, there is so much thought, care and work. Every
new design starts from scratch, it can be an idea that
has been in my head for a while, or for example an
inspiration seen in an old movie. After that, I start
sketching this piece, sometimes even thinking it over
and redesigning it for two weeks until I finally pass
it through to our atelier where the technical research
and pattern making begins,” says Cools. “For me, it is
crucial to be included in the technical stage, I am quite
picky about what the length or seam width should be
of a certain piece, how the sleeve should be attached
to the body of a blazer, how the finish of the inside
seams look and so on. Creating a collection is much
more than just creating designs, it’s making sure it will
work as a wearable piece that in the end needs to end
up in a store and blow a customer’s mind away.”

“I LOVE TO
THINK OF MY
CUSTOMER
AS A
STRONG
WOMAN
WHO FEELS
SEXY IN
A SIMPLE
TURTLENECK...”

Cools’ background in fashion tech is shown in her
devotion to fine craft and her perfectly tailored
silhouettes make it known that Cools knows how to
dress women. “I love to think of my costumer as a
strong woman who feels sexy in a simple turtleneck
rather than with low-cut cleavage, a woman who
feels so empowered and confident by wearing
my collection that she feels like she could run the
world,” says Cools. Its no wonder that La Collection
has garnered a cult following in the last few years,
including the likes of Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, who
was seen wearing the brand’s Adeline Coat in one of
her infamous Instagram OOTW posts. “As a matter
of fact, a lot of our customers are businesswomen
who tend to wear our designs from office to a
dinner party,” says Cools, “Although I also think La
Collection is suitable for every woman out there, it is a
customer who appreciates our style and quality, who
loves to dress effortlessly yet always chic.”
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Cools knows the woman she makes clothes for,
and keeps in mind where this consumer will be
sporting her pieces, as she says, “I always make sure
the piece can be used for every occasion a woman
faces.” She carries on, “and I personally love to go to
the office, followed by my grocery run, and ending
the day in a restaurant with the same outfit I had put
on that same morning.” A brand that is appropriate
for all times of day? Sign me up!
When Cools isn’t designing her next collection, she
can be seen on her Instagram sharing a glimpse into
her daily life and routines. Social media marketing
is essentially one of the most important aspects
of having a brand today. It also helps having a
cult following to your name as well, with Cools
sporting 105k followers and counting on her profile.
Cools agrees of its
importance, saying that
“I CAN DEFINITELY ASSURE
she cannot “deny the
YOU THAT WE WILL BE
importance of being
on social media these
WORKING HARD TO MAKE
days, because it truly
THE LA COLLECTION
is!” She carries on,
“although, I do think
UNIVERSE A WELL KNOWN
that the key to making a
ONE ALL AROUND THE
brand on IG successful
is to extend that world
WORLD.”
you are creating into
a whole universe that
reflects on all of your inspirations and visions. And,
I have to admit that I really love to do that. I can let
my creativity loose and create content with the things
I previously designed, it’s amazing!”
Taking the current climate into consideration, we
asked Cools how the Covid-19 pandemic has
affected her brand. Shopping and supporting smaller
businesses are important now more than ever, and
shopping at local brands will ensure that they will
still have a business to come to once society reverts
to normal. Cools replied, “it has surely made things
more difficult for us, but we are looking into new
ways of bringing our label out there and we are
most definitely not giving up. I believe if we all work
together with the greatest respect for each other
then we will find new ways of working and making
sure our beautiful industry survives this crisis.” Being
based in Antwerp, Cools relies on her local customer
base as much as her international one. All this would
not be possible without the ultimate appreciation
of her customers, with Cools stating that, “it is
them who buy these pieces I create, and because
of that making sure I can continue to create this La
Collection universe they love and take delight in.”

Asking Cools what is to come of La Collection
in the future, Cools replies, “we are working hard
on developing the label into a full collection, with
knitwear (already seen for Fall20) shoes, bags
and jewellery to complete people’s La Collection
looks.” Before you know it, you will be able to
wear La Collection and only La Collection. Cools
continues, “in fact, we are not just a small brand who
want to take things as they come and wait for good
things to hopefully happen, we take our business and
growth quite seriously and we have some truly exciting
things happening in the near future that I can’t wait to
share with you all. But I can definitely assure you that
we will be working hard to make the La Collection
universe a well known one all around the world.”

